Longitudinal studies on the effect of hypertension on circadian hemodynamic and autonomic rhythms in telemetered rats.
This study dealt with the long-term effects of hypertension on circadian rhythms of hemodynamic and cardiovascular autonomic functions in radiotelemetered rats. Blood pressure (BP), heart rate (HR), spontaneous locomotor activity, and respiration.were monitored in spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHRs), a model of human hypertension, from 14 to 27 weeks of age and in Wistar-Kyoto rats (WKY) as controls. Cardiovascular autonomic changes were determined by time-domain analysis of the variability of BP (standard deviation of mean arterial pressure, SDMAP) and HR (standard deviation of R-R intervals, SDRR, and the root mean square of successive differences in R-R intervals, rMSSD). Compared with WKY rats, the 24-hr MAP and SDMAP were higher at week 14 in SHRs and showed stepwise increases over the study duration, suggesting progressive increases in vasomotor sympathetic activity in hypertensive rats. Also, higher SDRR, rMSSD, and activity and lower HR and respiration were demonstrated in SHRs. Normal circadian rhythms (higher dark-time values) of MAP, HR, SDMAP, and SDRR were evident in WKY rats at week 20 and continued thereafter. Compared with WKY rats, the circadian BP and HR patterns were abolished and inverted, respectively, in SHRs. Lower dark-time, compared with light-time, SDMAP values were observed in SHRs that were associated with temporal increases in HR variability indices. These findings demonstrate that hypertension elicits significant alterations in circadian autonomic and hemodynamic profiles. Further, the steady increases in BP, average level and oscillations, in SHRs may explain the reported progressive age-related vascular and cardiac hypertrophy in these rats.